Minutes of the UoY UCU EGM of 23 March 2018

Minutes taken by James Cussens
Meeting chaired by John Issitt

62 members present (not including latecomers)

1. Branch statement
David Huyssen asked the meeting to endorse the (revised) "Statement from UCU
York branch to UCU and UUK Negotiating Committees" sent to members on
17 March. The meeting endorsed the statement unanimously by
acclamation.

2. Motion 1 (text given at the end of these minutes)
Ian Ingram proposed the motion. David Huyssen spoke in favour. There
were no other speakers. The motion was passed unanimously.

3. Motion 2 (text given at the end of these minutes)
Jon Fanning proposed the motion. Geoff Wall noted, as a point of
information, that there were ongoing discussions with HR on the issues
raised in the motion. A member argued that the 1st sentence was too
inflammatory. There was some discussion of possible ammendments. 
The motion was passed unanimously.

4. Motion 3 (text given at the end of these minutes)
It was argued that "status quo" should be replaced by "until a new
valuation". There was much discussion. A member expressed doubt that
one could state that was no deficit (in USS). A vote for remission was
taken. 23 were against remission. 39 were for remission, so the motion
was remitted.

5. Coventry University
The meeting agreed to send a message of support to Coventry
University UCU.

6. Strike Dates
Here is a list of points raised in the discussion

- Geoff Wall: A Bank Holiday had been included *correctly* in the list
of proposed strike dates.
- A member of support staff: There is nothing disruptive for me.
- Do we just not do marking?
- Does this proposed action just postpone marking?
- Causing delay is OK
- There needs to be co-ordination for those on visas. Geoff Wall to
speak to HR on this.
- From library: May strikes are very different for us and ART people.
- Research staff member: UCU locally must support negotiating research
deadlines. Need to ensure that disruption to research is visible, and
not internalise it.
- David Huyssen: We chose to go for "late" strikes.
- GTA: The bulk of my money is from marking.
- If our strategy is to delay marking/graduation this needs to be
communicated.
- Maths member: Marking will be done by other people since we have
model answers.
- We should say to students: Do you want this marked by non-qualified
people?
- We should not accept John Robinson's "internals replacing externals"
proposal.
- A point re IPR theft and lecture capture was raised.
- We must divide GTAs and academics. Be careful with language [when
raising concerns about who is doing marking.]

7. Building the Union

The meeting agreed to send a message of support for KCL cleaners.

Simon Parker suggested a joint TU event on 1 May

Jez Wells suggested submitting a motion to BoSs declaring "no
confidence" in alternative arrangements for externals.



MOTIONS
=======

Motion 1
========

Proposed by Ian Ingram

York UCU recognises that the short timescale for consultation of
branches on the recent proposed (and rejected) UCU/UUK deal was less
than ideal. We also recognise that consultation with branches is a
necessary and legitimate stage in the consideration of any proposal
prior to its being put to the UCU HEC and eventual formal ballot of
members. We acknowledge that whilst a properly counted show of hands
at a picket meeting is constitutionally valid to give an advisory
position, and the rejection of the recent proposal by this branch and
branches across the UK was robust and overwhelming, it does have
shortcomings in terms of access and ensuring all members are
heard. There are members with disabilities or health issues, and those
with caring responsibilities, who may find it impossible to attend a
picket or meeting, and those who may be uncomfortable expressing a
dissenting view publicly. Therefore we will:

1) Write to UCU and ask that in future they try to give branches time
to consult adequately with their membership, including those members
who cannot attend a meeting or picket, on any future proposals. We
suggest that a minimum of 48 hours should be allowed for this if at
all possible.

2) Resolve as a branch that we will to the greatest extent possible:

- Arrange meetings thoughtfully with respect to accessibility and
  inclusivity as far as is possible in the time available. This should
  include consideration of access for those with mobility issues,
  access for members who may need to take children to and from
  schools, and for those whose beliefs may exclude them from venues
  that serve alcohol etc.

- Allow members who could not attend a consultation meeting an
  opportunity to have their views heard. This might include inviting
  non-attendees to send a statement to be read to the meeting,
  circulating a summary of the meeting discussion to all members with
  a request for comment, or some form of email ballot, as appropriate.

We hope that these steps will reassure all members that their views
are taken into account in a fair and inclusive manner, and ensure that
future consultations are as accountable and as representative as
possible.

Motion 2
========

Proposed by Jonathan Fanning
Seconded by Bill Cooke

UoY UCU affirms:

Its full opposition to the discriminatory and intimidating treatment
of staff from outside the UK; Its full opposition to any management or
government attempts to curtail any of their rights to take part in
lawful industrial action, to be an active participant in Industrial
democracy, and at this present time to constrain their support for,
and participation in, the current industrial dispute.

UoY UCU Notes:

This is a time of looming prejudice based on people's geographical or
supposed ethnic origin.  Any attempts to interfere with the rights of
members of our university to play their role in its life and debates
collude with that wider prejudice and fly in the face of university
management statements about taking an inclusive and equal approach to
staff.

UoY UCU commits:

To support any staff who face such targeted pressure, and to stand up
for a university based on the practices of valuing diversity and equal
treatment.

UoY UCU instructs:

The branch executive to enter discussions with the University
Management to establish a transparent and accountable method of Visa
reporting that enables International staff to continue to exercise
their democratic right to strike. In doing so this and any subsequent
actions do not give tacit approval to any forms of government or
university monitoring of overseas staff.

Motion 3
========

Proposed by Jonathan Fanning
Seconded by Lynne Baxter

UoY UCU notes:

• The strike action taken by UCU members at over 60 universities,
  including UoY, to defend the USS pension in its current form.

• The support shown for this action by large numbers of students and
  student bodies, including NUS and the UoY students who occupied
  Heslington Hall.

• The overwhelming rejection by UCU branches of the proposed UUK/UCU
  ACAS agreement circulated on 12 March

• The growth in members of UCU both nationally and here at York and
  the corresponding rising level of active involvement in the strike
  and the union.

UoY UCU believes:

• UCU has rightly argued that there is no deficit in the USS pension
  scheme. We reject the methodology used in the valuation of
  USS. Members have demonstrated their commitment to defending
  existing provision.

• The strikes have successfully forced Universities UK back into
  negotiations with UCU and put a defined benefit pension back on the
  table.

• This struggle is part of a wider fight against the marketisation of
  education

• The strike must result in improved democracy and governance in the
  university sector if such conflicts are to be avoided in the future
 
UoY UCU resolves:

• To continue the strike programme announced by the UCU.

• To support calls for further industrial action if no settlement is reached.

• To urge UCU negotiators to demand the status quo prevails and that
  the USS pension in its current form is retained.

• To urge UCU to allow 48 hours for members to consider any future
  consultation on proposed agreements arising from negotiations.

• To circulate a petition condemning the intransigent position of UoY
  management, and to specifically demand that Koen Lamberts, UoY VC,
  call for a new valuation and an end to the aggressive and
  ineffective approach to industrial relations of UUK.

• To demand a change in the governance structure of the University to
  ensure adequate elected representation of students and staff.




